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1. Introduction. Let 77+ denote the class of functions which are non-

negative and harmonic in the upper half plane y>0 and let H denote the

class of functions which can be expressed as the difference of two functions in

77+; obviously II+EH. It is well known that a function u(x, y) has the Pois-

son-Stieltjes representation

(1.1) u(x,y) = Ky + -f-l——da(s),
t J-x (s — x)2 + y2

where Tf is a constant and

C °°   I da(s) |
(1.2) I     LTTT<C°'

J-K   s2 + 1

if and only if u(x, y) is in H (see [5]). Hence with each function u(x, y) in

77 we can associate a function a(s) and a constant K such that (1.1) and (1.2)

hold; we can further assume that a(0) =0. For each u(x, y) in 77+, a(s) is non-

decreasing and 7v>0.

In this paper we are concerned with the behaviour of a function u(x, y),

in 77, and its derivatives as (x, y) approaches a point P on the x-axis. For con-

venience we take P to be the origin.

Our starting point is the following pair of results (see [4]).

Fatou Theorem. Suppose that u(x, y) is in 77 and that a'(0) = A. Then for

each 0<d<ir, u(r cos 6, r sin 0)—^4 as r—>0 + .

The converse of this theorem is not true unless we restrict ourselves to

the subclass 77+. In this case we have the following result.

Loomis Theorem. Suppose that u(x, y) is in 77+, that 0 <a^b <ir, and that

for 8 = a and d = b,

u(r cos 6, r sin 6) —>A

cwr->0 + . Then a'(0) = A.

The Fatou theorem is an Abelian theorem, the Loomis theorem is the cor-

responding Tauberian theorem, and the Tauberian condition is the restriction

that u(x, y) >0.
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In §3 we prove several extensions of the Fatou theorem and in §4 we pre-

sent the corresponding converses. The arguments in §4 are very simple and

make use of a variant of the Wiener Tauberian theorem which is developed

in §2. Finally in §5 we consider an extension of a well known result due to

Lindelof.

2. A Tauberian theorem. In this section we introduce a two dimensional

form of the Wiener Tauberian theorem for Stieltjes integrals. We begin with

some definitions and notation.

A function f(x) is in L if it is Lebesgue integrable over the real line. For

f(x) in L we let

/OO y» 00

f(x)dx,       F(y) =   I    f(x)eix*dx
-00 •'-00

for all real y.

A function f(x) is in M if it is continuous for all x and if

OO

(2.2) E     Max    |/(*)|   < oo.
n«— oo   n<x<n-\-l

Obviously MEL.

A function $(x) is in V if it has bounded variation over each finite interval

and if

(2.3) J"""1 \dp(x)\
J n

is bounded in ra.

Lemma 1. Suppose that f(x) and g(x) are in L. Then k(x) =f*g(x), that is

/00

f(x - y)g(y)dy,
-oo

exists p.p. in x, k(x) is in L, and K(y) =F(y)G(y). Furthermore k(x) is in M

f(x) and/or g(x) is in M.

Proof. The first part of this lemma follows from known results. For the

last part assume that/(x) is in M. Then the fact that/(x) is bounded and con-

tinuous allows us to apply the Lebesgue "dominated convergence" theorem to

conclude that k(x) is continuous. Next we see that

00 00 /» 00

E     Max    | *(*) |  <   E     Max     I     | f(x — y) \ \ g(y) \ dy
n—oo  »<*<»+1 n—oo n<z<n+l   J -x

oo /        oo y» m+l \

<   E   i   E Max I/M | \g(y)\dy\
n—co    \ m=_oo n—m—l<x<n—m+l Jm I
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and, inverting the order of summation, we conclude that

E     Max    |*(*)|<(|     \g(y)\dy)(   E     Max    |/(*) | ) < »
n=-oo  n<i<n+l \ J _„ / \ n=-oo   n<x<»+2 /

which completes the argument.

The Wiener Tauberian Theorem for Stieltjes integrals can be stated, using

(2.1), as follows (see [3, p. 294]).

Wiener Theorem. Suppose that f(x) is in M, that F(y)?±Q for all y, that

3(x) is in V, and that

f(x - y)dp(y) -» B
-OO

as x—>+ oo. Then for each h(x) in M,

rh(x - y)dp(y)-+- H
J-«> r

as x—*+ oo.

With the aid of Lemma 1 we obtain the following result.

Theorem 1. Suppose that fi(x), f2(x), gi(x), g2(x) are in M, that Fi(y)G2(y)

— F2(y)Gi(y) ^0 for all y, that P(x), y(x) are in V, and that

XOO {* 00
fi(x - y)dp(y) + f2(x - y)dy(y) -» B,

-00 *^ —00

(2.4)
/» oo /» oo

I     gi(x — y)dfi(y) +   I     g2(x - y)dy(y)->C
J -a J -oo

as x—>+ co (— oo). Then for each h(x) in M

r™ BG2-CF2
h(x-y)dV(y)^—-—77,

J _M r 1U2 — r 2Lri

(2.5)
r"                               CFi-BGi
I     h(x - y)dy(y) -> —-— 77

J -co /<lCT2 — r»2Cri

as X—*+ oo (— oo).

Proof. We consider the case where x—>+ oo ; the case where x—» — oo then

follows with trivial modifications. Set

/CO /• 00/i(x - y)#(y) + I    /,(* - y)*y(y),
-00 ^-00

/OO /% 00gi(x - y)dp(y) +  I    g2(x - y)dy(y).
-oo J -oo
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Both b(x) and c(x) are bounded by virtue of the hypotheses, (2.2), and (2.3).

Hence with (2.4) and the Lebesgue theorem we conclude that

/oo
Kx - y)gi(y)dy -> BG2,

Z
/oo

c(x — y)f2(y)dy —»CF2
-OO

as x—* + «=. Moreover, from the Fubini theorem it follows that

fi*gi(x - y)dfi(y) +   I    f2*g2(x - y)dy(y),
-00

XGO /» 00

^i*/2(a: - y)cf/3(y) +   I     g2*/2(x - y)c*Y(y)
-00 ^-00

and, with k(x)=fi*g2(x)—f2*gi(x), we conclude from (2.6) and (2.7) that

(% 00

(2.8) I    k(x - y)dp(y) -> BG2 - CF2
J -00

as x—* + oo. By Lemma 1, &(x) is in M,

K(y) = Fi(y)G2(y) - F2(y)Gi(y) ^ 0

for all y, and we can apply the Wiener theorem to (2.8) to obtain the first

part of (2.5). The second part follows in exactly the same way.

To obtain a more convenient form for our Tauberian theorem we perform

a familiar exponential change of variable and shift from the interval

— oo <x< °o to the interval 0<t<<x>. (For the details see [3, pp. 295-296].)

The analogues for L, M, and V are as follows.

A function f(t) is in L' ii it is Lebesgue integrable over 0</< oo. For/(/)

in L' we let

F =   f   f(t)dt,        F(y) =   f   f(t)t»dt
Jo Jo

for all real y.

A function/(/) is in M' if f(t) is continuous over 0</< oo and if

oo

E     Max     | //(/) |   < oo.
n=-oo   e»<l<e"+l.

Again M'EL'. Observe that f(t) is in M' if f(t) is continuous over 0<t< <*>

and if, for some €>0,

(2.9) f(t) = O(f-i-)

for large t (see [3, p. 299]).
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A function @(t) is in V if it has bounded variation over each finite interval

in 0<t< oo and if

/'" | dfi(s) |

is bounded for all />0.

Theorem 2. Suppose that fi(t), f2(t), gi(t), g2(t) are in M', that Fi(y)G2(y)

— F2(y)Gi(y) 7±0 for all y, that /3(/), y(t) are in W, and that

7/>(7>*) + 7/>(«>w^
l   r*   I s\ l   rx   / s\

7 J. Ht)*w + t/. Kt)«s)^c
as t—>+ oo (0+). Then for each h(t) in M',

1    /••   /s\ BG2-CF2

I Jo     \t)      S   ~^ FiG2-F2Gi    '
(2.10)

1    /•«   /s\ CFi-BGi
— I    h( — )dy(s)^-H
t Jo      \t/ Ffi-%

ast-*+oo(0+).

We require the following corollary in §4.

Corollary 1. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2, that @(t)

and y(t) are monotone and that /3(0) =y(0) =0. Then

P(t)       BG2 - CF2    y(t)      CFi - BGi
(2.11) —-->-, —-->-

t       FiG2 — F2G1  /   FiG2 — F2Gi

as /->+ oo(0+).

Proof. If we set h(t) =e~', then h(t) is in M' and we conclude, from (2.10),

that
1   /•- BG2-CF2

— I    e-t-'l^d^s) ->-»
t J 0 FiG2 — F2Gi

1   /•« CF1-BG1
— I    e-^")dy(s) ->-
/Jo F1G2 — F2G1

as t—>+ 00 (0 + ). Now (2.11) follows from a familiar Tauberian theorem for

the Laplace transform. (See [8, p. 192].)

3. Extensions of the Fatou theorem. Here we develop some Abelian re-

sults related to the Fatou theorem. It will be convenient to make use of the
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complex notation, writing u(x+iy) for u(x, y) and letting R(w) and I(w) de-

note the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex number w.

For u(z), harmonic, and ra>l we let

n d"u dnu
Dj,u = cos 0-1- sin 0-

dx" dydx"-1

denote the nth directional derivative of u(z) in the direction 0. Observe that

/      dnf\
D+u = R[e{* — J,

\      dz"/

where/(z) is analytic with u=R(f), and that any linear combination of rath

derivatives of u(z) can be expressed as CD+u(z), where C is a constant and 0

is an appropriate angle.

For u(z) in 77 we have the Poisson-Stieltjes representation (1.1) which,

in complex notation, reduces to

(3.1) u(z) = Ky + — f   ii--\da(s).
X   «/_M      \S   —   Z)

The Lebesgue theorem and (1.2) allow us to differentiate underneath the

integral sign in (3.1) to obtain

i 1    rK   I    e<+    )
(3.2) D*u(z) = K sin 0 + — I    11---\ da(s)

x J_„   \(s — z)2)

and, for ra>l,

ra!  fx   (      e**      )
(3.3) !?,«(«) = - I    7^--777^)-

X J-„   l(s - z)n+1)

Next for any c>0, it follows from (1.2) that

/I da(s) I
r-^ = 0(1)|S|>C I s — z\2

as z—>0 and hence

f       l\-^-\da(s)=0(y),
JW>C      (5  -  z)

f        A-"-~\da(s)=0(l)
J Mi,    \(s-z)"+i)

as z—>0.

We list some formulas which are required later on.
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Lemma 2('). Suppose that — l<P(f)<l, that O<0<x, and that «>1. Then

1    f00    (     1     ) sin(x-0)f
(3.5) —        7{-\s*ds =--,

x J0      \s — etS) sin xf

1    rx    (     1     ) sin 6f
(3.6) -7^-:   A=--,

t J o      \s + el°) sin xf

nl f-f        e**        \ (f)nsin[(x-0)f- (i - nd)}
(3.7) — I     7 <-> s*ds =-,

xJ0      \(s - eie)"+l) sinxf

nl  C    (       e{*        ) (f)nsin [0f + (0 - «0)]
(3.8) (-1)"+'—        I<-[stds = —-—-

x Jo      \(s + e'9)"+1j sinxf

where we set

\?.9) (f)„ = f(f- 1) ••• (t-n+1).

Proof. (3.6) and (3.8) can be established for —x<0<x by contour integra-

tion. (Alternatively, they can be deduced from known Mellin transforms. See

[2, pp. 307-308].) Then (3.5) and (3.7) follow from (3.6) and (3.8) by sub-

stituting 0 —x for 6.

Our first Abelian theorem is the following result.

Theorem 3. Suppose that u(z) is in 77, that —1 <5<1, and that

a(t) = 0(| /|'+6)

as t—»0. Then for all 0 <d <x, 0, and n > 1,

u(reie) = 0(r5), D^u(reie) = 0(ri~n)

as r—>0 + . We can replace "0" by "o" in both the hypotheses and the conclusions.

Proof. We will consider the "o" case. By hypothesis we can select c>0

such that

(3.10) | a(t) |   < t\ /|1+6

for \t\ <c and by (3.4) we can assume that a(t) is constant outside of this

interval. Next we can assume that K = 0 in (3.1) and (3.2) and, with an

integration by parts, we obtain

•to = —  f   I \-\ a(s)ds,
fl.   \(s - z)2)

(n+ 1)1   r°°    (        e{*        )
Dtu(*) = -       i\-.-— Ms)<fc.

x      J_„    {(s-z)"+2)

(') When f = 0 in (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), (4.12) and similarly when 5=0 in (3.13), (4.5),
(4.7), the left hand side of each equation is equal to the limit of the right hand side as the rele-

vant variable, f or S, approaches 0.
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Then with (3.10) we have

. . 2rs'md   r°°      c-|s|1+5
I u(reie)     <-I      -j——-r ds,

x       J _«,   | 5 — re" |3

,       (n + 1)!  r°°       c-[s|I+5
DM(reis)     <- I      -.-LJ-.-ds

■k      J^   \s- reie\n+2

and the desired conclusions follow immediately since, for ra>l,

/co                \  S \ I_*"*                                                 C °°                 CT    1 + 5
-;-;-ds = r^n I      i-;-do = Crh-n

-»   | s- rei$\"+2                    J^   |cr - e«|«+2

where C=C(6, 5, ra) < oo.

Theorem 4. Suppose that u(z) is in II, that —I <5<1, and that

a(0~^/I+8,
(3.11)(2)

-a(-t)~Btl+!>

as t—>0 + . Then for all 0<8<ir, yp, and ra>l,

u(reie) = u*(reie) + o(r'),

(3.12)
Dtu(reie) = D+u*^*) + o(r5-")

as r—»0 + , where

A sin (tt - 0)5 + 73 sin 05
(3.13) M*(rei9) = (1 + 5)-r5.

sin x5

Proof. This last result follows almost directly from Theorem 3. First set

(3.14) «*(/) = All+S,        -«*(-/) = Btl+»

for 0</< oo ; then «*(/) satisfies (1.2) and

U*(z)  = —   f   ii--\da*(s)
■K  J _„     (.5   —  SJ

is in U. From (3.11) and (3.14) it follows that

a(t) - a*(t) = o(\ ll^t)

as t—>0 and hence (3.12) follows from Theorem 3. Finally we see that u*(rea)

is simply

and (3.13) follows from (3.5) and (3.6) of Lemma 2 with f = 5.

(2) Here and in what follows 4,(x)~Cxp means x~p<t>(x)—*C as x—»0+.
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Theorem 4 establishes a relation between the behaviour of a(t) near / = 0

and the behaviour of u(z) near z = 0 for | 3| <1. (In particular we obtain the

Fatou theorem when 8 = 0 and A = B.) It is natural to inquire about the situa-

tion when | 51 =1.
The following two results discuss the cases when 5 = — 1 and 8 = 1 respec-

tively.

Theorem 5. Suppose that u(z) is in H and that

a(t) - a(-l)^>Air

as /—»0 + . Then for all 0<6<ir, yp, and n>l,

u(reie) = u*(reie) + o(r~l),
n

Dtu(reie) = Dn+u*(reie) + o(r~l~n)

as r—»0 + , where u*(x, y) = Ay(x2+y2).

Theorem 6. Suppose that u(z) is in H and that the integral

1    rx  da(s)

(3.15) -|      —7- = ^
T   J-x S2

is absolutely convergent. Then for all 0<6<ir, yp, and ra>l,

u(re<°) = u*(re>°) 4 o(r),

Dlu(reie) = L\u*(rei9) + o^')

as r—>0 + , where u*(x, y) = (A+K)y.

Proofs. First note that Theorem 3 holds for 8 = — 1; Theorem 5 is then

established by an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 4.

The hypotheses of Theorem 6 imply that 1 /s2 is integrable, in the Lebesgue-

Stieltjes sense, over the real line. By (3.1),

u(reie) 1    r<°        da(s)

—--=K + —\      -.--~-
r sin0 ir J _„   I 5 — re'912

For 5j=0, 1/ |(5— re*9) \2 is bounded by C/s2 and converges to 1/s2 as r—>0 + ,

and the first part of (3.16) follows by the "dominated convergence" theorem.

The second part follows similarly.

When u(z) is in H, there is no significant Fatou theorem with | 8| > 1. For

on the one hand, a(t) has left and right hand limits at each point and hence

the conclusion of Theorem 5 always holds for some value of A. On the other

hand, Theorem 6 shows us that for 8>1 the behaviour of u(z) near 2 = 0 de-

pends upon the values a(t) assumes along the entire real line. For functions

in H+ this last fact is strikingly illustrated in Theorem 11.

4. Extensions of the Loomis theorem. We begin with a result which, for

functions in H+, is a converse for Theorem 3 (cf. [l, Lemma l]).
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Theorem 7. Suppose that u(z) is in H+, that 8 is any real number, that

0<a<ir, and that for 6 = a,

(4.1) u(reie) = 0(rs)

as r—>0 + . Then (4.1) holds for all O<0<x and

a(t) = 0(|/|1+s)

as t—*0. We can replace "0" by "o" in the hypotheses and the conclusions.

Proof. It is not difficult to see that we may take K = 0 in (3.1). Then, with

sin 0 cr - eia 2
C =- LUB   -r    < oo,

sin a M<=o    a — e'e

we obtain

1   r °°      r sin 0
u(reie) = — I      -j--j- da(s)

x J_co   \s — re*e |2

C   n™      r sin a
^ — 1-^77 **(*) = Cu(re").

% J-x   15- — re*" I2

The second part follows since

a(t) - a(-t) r'      t

t J _4 s2 + t1

for each OO.

The next three theorems are converses for Theorem 4. In these results we

assume that 0<a, b<ir, that —1 <5<1, and that m, ra>l. Furthermore we

set

(4.2) h — c — ma,       tj = d — nb,

and we adopt the notation (3.9).

Theorem 8. Suppose that u(z) is in 77+, that a^b, and that

(4.3) u(reia) ~ Ar\   u(reib) ~ Brs

as r—»0 + . Then

(4.4) a(i) ~ Ct1+S,   -a(-t)~Dt1+!i

as t—>0 +, where

A sin bS — B sin ab
(1 + «)C =-—-—-,

sin (b — a) 8
(4.5)

B sin (x — a)8 — A sin (x — b)8
d + 8)D =-K--J--—^-'-.

sin (b — a)8
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Theorem 8 was first proved by Allen and Kerr by a different method (see

[1, Theorem III]).

Theorem 9. Suppose that u(z) is in 77+, that (b — a)8+v^0 mod x, and

that

u(reia) <~ Ar\
4.6)

Dd(reib) ~ Br1-"

as r—>0 + . Then (4.4) holds with

(8)n A sin [b8 + tj] — B sin a8
(1 + 8)C = ->

(8)nsm \(b - a)8 + vl

B sin (x — a)8 — (8)nA sin f(x — b)8 — n]
(1 + 8)D =-V-T1-~ •

(5). sin [(b- a)8+ v]

Theorem 10. Suppose that u(z) is in 77+, that (b — a)8+R—n^0 mod x,

that 5^0, and that

u(reia) = 0(r6),

D™u(reia) ~^r*-™,

Dndu(reib) ~ Br*-m

as r—*0 + . Then (4.4) holds with

(8)„A sin [b8 + n] - (8)mB sin [aS + h]
(I + S)C =->

(8)m(8)n sin [(b — a)8 + tj — h]

(8)mB sin [(x — a)8 — h] — (8)nA sin [(x — b)8 — v]
(1 + 8)D = --r-;-

(8)m(8)n sin [(b - a)8 + v- h]

Proofs. The proofs for these three theorems follow along similar lines. We

give only the details for Theorem 9.

By (3.4) we can assume that ce(t) is constant for large t; by (4.6) and

Theorem 7 we see that

a(t) = 0(|/|1+5)

for small t. From these two observations it follows that

/•' da(s)

are defined and that
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/'el   | dp(s) |         r et   da(s)       a(et) - a(l)1 ' = _A^<^-— = 0(1),

S Jt Sl+i     - /!+«

/""   \dy(s)\              r"  da(-s)       a(-t) - a(-et)
LJlll=-\     _^—i<^—I-5:-: = o(l)

t          s                J,        s'+s     ~            tl+s

for all OO. Hence B(t) and 7(1) are in  V. Furthermore, by a Tauberian

theorem due to Allen and Kerr,

a(t) t3(t)
->C     iff    —-->(1 + 5)C,

-cx(-t) y(l)
---»Z>    iff    ~->(l + 5)D

t'+s I

as t—+0+ (see [l, Lemma 2]).

Once again we can assume that K = 0 in (3.1) and (3.2). Then with (4.8)

we obtain

1   rx   (   ss   ) 1   rx   I   ss   )

u(z) = -        /{-}dKs) - -        l\——\dy(s),
17  J 0 \S   —   Z) IT  J 0 \S  +   Z)

ra!  f°    (     e^s*     ) nl  r<°    (     e'+s*     )
D,u(z) = ~        l\----}dp(s) + (-1)"+'-        l{ jMs),

IT J0      K(s - z)n+1) IT J0      K(s + z)n+x)

and with

M = - 'ir^i'        w - - - i\-r-r\.(4.10) *     Xt~ef *     Xt+ef
ra!      (       eidls       ) nl      (       eidls       )

«i(0- /-j---—}, gt(f) = (-l)"+'-l<! },
ir      {(t - elb)n+l) ir      {(t + e,b)n+1)

we conclude that

r-^re^) = — j   /, (^j dB(s) + 7 /   /« (7) Ms),

(4.11)

rn-5Dndu(reib) = 1J °° gl ̂  ^(5) + 7 / ^2 (7) Ms)

for r>0. By virtue of (2.9), all the functions in (4.10) are in M' and, by

Lemma 2 and (4.2), we have

sin (ir — a)f sin af

^i(y) = —7-' Uy) = -r-1.
sin 7rf sin 7rf

({■)„ sin [(»■ - 6)? - ij] (f)„ sin [if + ,]
d(y) =-:-,        G2(y) =-->

sin 7rf sin irf
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where f = d+iy. It follows that

(f)»sin [(b - a)f + rj]
(4.12) Fi(y)G2(y) - Fi(y)G1(y) = —- * 0

sin xf

for all real y and we appeal to (4.6), (4.11), Corollary 1, and (4.9) to complete

the proof.

Unfortunately, the restriction that 5?*=0 is essential in Theorem 10. For

consider

f(z) = (logz)* = eiIo« <l0««>

where, for z = pe^ and O<0<x, we define

log z = log p + 10.

Now/(z) is analytic and \f(z)\ <1 in y>0. Furthermore it is not difficult to

show that for all O<0<x and «>1,

d"
— /(««) =o(r~")
dz"

as r->0 + . With u=R(f) + l it follows that

(4.13) lim sup u(reie) — liminf u(reie) = 2e~",
r->0+ r->0+

for each O<0<x, and that u(z) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 10 with

8 = 0 and A=B=0. However, (4.4) cannot hold for any C and D for other-

wise Theorem 4 would contradict (4.13).

Finally consider the situation when |5| =1. Though Theorem 5 has no

converse we can invert Theorem 6 as follows (cf. [7, p. 208]).

Theorem 11. Suppose that u(z) is in 77+ and that 0<a<ir. If

u(reia) = 0(r)

as r—>0 + , then the integral (3.15) is absolutely convergent. If

(4.14) u(reia) = o(r)

as r—>0 + , then u(z) =0.

Proof. By Theorem 7 we see that

u(0,t) 1   rx   da(s)
(4.15) A±I = K + - -JlL = 0(1)

i x J -co s2 + t2

as t—>0+ and, by Fatou's lemma, we conclude that

1    (">   da(s) 1    ra    da(s)
(4.16) — |      —— < lim inf— -< oo.

X  J _„       S2 t—0+     X J _„   s2 + t2
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With (4.14) we can replace "0" by "o" on the right side of (4.15) and we con-

clude that K and the left side of (4.16) are equal to zero; hence a(/)=0.

5. An application. Here we use Theorem 9 to obtain an extension of the

following result due to Lindelof (see [6, p. 70]).

Lindelof Theorem. Suppose that f(z) is analytic and bounded in y>0,

that 0<a<w, and that for 6 = a,

(5.1) /(re") -* A + iB

as r—>0 + . Then (5.1) holds for all O<0<x.

Lemma 3. Suppose that u(z) is in H, that v(z) is a conjugate for u(z), that

— 1 < 5 < 1, and that

(5.2) «(0=O(|<|1+l)

as t—*0. If 0 <a <x and

(5.3) u(reia)~Ars

as r—>0 +, then

d
— u(re™) ~ 8Ar6~l
dr

as r->0 + . If0<b<ir and

v(reib) ~ Br1

as r—>0 + , then

d
— v(reib) ~ SBr*-1
dr

as r—>0 + .

Proof. For the first part set <b(r) =u(reia) for r>0. By (5.3), (5.2), and

Theorem 3 we see that

(b(r) ~ ^4rs,

0"(r) = 0(r*-2)

as r^0 + , and we conclude that

0'(r) ~ 8Art~1

as r—>0+ by a well known Tauberian theorem due to Hardy and Littlewood

(see [8, p. 194]). The second part follows similarly.

Observe that Lemma 3 allows us to deduce Theorem 8 from Theorem 9.

For the hypotheses (4.3) imply that (5.2) holds, by virtue of Theorem 7, and

hence that
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u(reia) ~ Ar*,

Dlbu(reih) ~ SBr'-1

as r—>0 + , by the first part of Lemma 3. Setting d = b and ra = l in Theorem 9

completes the argument.

Now let d+ denote the class of functions/(z), analytic with R(f)>0 in

y>0, and assume that 0<a, b<ir and that — 1 <8<1.

Theorem 12. Suppose that f(z) is in d+, that (b—a)8f^(ir/2) mod it, and

that

R{f(reia)} ~Ar\
(5 4)

l{/(re")} ~5rs

as r—>0 + . Then for all 0 <6 <ir and ra > 1,

f(re») = f*(re») + o(r5),

(5 5) d" dn
— f(re<>) = —/*(««) + o(rJ"")
az" dz"

as r—>0 + , where

Ae~M + iBe~iai

(5.6) /*« =—-—" 35-
cos (b — a) 8

Proof. Set u=R(f) and v = I(f); u(z) is in H+. By (5.4) we see that

u(reia) ~Ars,

(5.7)
v(reib) ~ £r5

as r—>0 + . With Theorem 7 and the second part of Lemma 3 we obtain

d
— v(reib) ~ 5Brf~l
dr

as r—>0 + , and appealing to the Cauchy-Riemann equations we conclude that

(5.8) T>\u(reih) ~ 55/-1

as r—>0 + , where d = b—ir/2. Now apply Theorem 9 to the first part of (5.7)

and to (5.8); we obtain (4.4) with

A cos bh + B sin aS
(1 + B)C = ->

cos (b — a)5

j4 cos (it — 5)5 — B sin (ir — a)5
(l + S)D =-K--'--—K--'- •

cos (o — a)o

From Theorem 4 it follows that for all O<0<7r, yp, and ra>l
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u(reie) = u*(reie) + o(r5),

Dj,u(re ) = D+u*(re ) + o(r    )

as r—>0 + , where u* =R(f*) and/*(z) is as defined in (5.6). Set v* = I(f*) and

observe, by the Cauchy-Riemann equations and the second part of (5.9), that

r) rt

(5.10) — v(re») = — v*(ref*) + o(rs)
30 d(f>

as r->0 + . We conclude^) that for all O<0<x,

r» d
v(reiB) =   I    — w(re**)rf0 + v(reib)

J b 30

r» d
— v*(rei+)d(b + v*(reib) + o(rs)

Jb 30

= v*(reie) + o(r>)

as r—»0+ and the proof is complete.

Finally if  |/(z)| <Af we can replace f(z) by f(z)+M and obtain the

Lindelof theorem from Theorem 12 with a = b and 5 = 0.
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